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A-2--3 New dvnamic RAM cell combined with Hi-C structure
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LSI Research & Deve■ opment Lab.′ Mitsubishi Electrttc Corp.
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Accordttng as the progress■ ng of the fine pattern■ ng′  the problem has

occurred that the active area is decreased by the ■ateral oxidation under the

ntttride masks in the LOCOS process′  so ca■ ■ed birdts beak.  Particu■ ar■ y′  in

the dynamic RAMs beyond 256K bits′  the decrease of the effective active area

of the storage capacitor caused by the birdis beak is pronounced.  Coping with

this prob■ em′  the new process techno■ ogy has been announced.・ )

In thtts paper′  a new dynamic RAM ce■ l combined with the Hi―C structure

wi■ l be proposed which is fabrttcated by using the conventional LOCOS process′

and moreover′  reduces the inf■ uence of the birdis beak.

The structural comparison of the new cell and the conventiona■  one

is shown in Figel.  The storage capacitors of the both type ce■ ls consist of

the doub■ y ion― ■mplanted Hi― C structure )and the Mos capac■ tor.

In the conventiona■  ce■ ■′ the active region forming the storage capacitor is

主so■ ated from the adjacent ce■ ■ by the thick si02 1ayer ( 0.75 μm ).

On the other hand′  in the new ce■ ■′ it tts ■so■ ated by the p  regiOn formed by

the p― type implant of the Hi―c structure.  AS the result′  the new ce■ ■ makes

it pOssib■ e to prevent the decrease of the active area caused by the bird's

beak in this regtton.

The storage capacitance of the both type ce■ ■s was measured by the test

device. The equivalent circuit of this device is shown in Fig.2.  The gate

oxide thickness of the test device was 28 nm and the n―  and p― type implant

dose for the Hi― c structure were 3 x 1013 cm~2 and 7 x ■012 cm~2′  respective■ y.

The output waveforms thrOugh the analog buffers of the test dev■ ce are shown

in Fig。 3.  This phOtOgraph indicates that the storage capactttance of the new

Cell tts 13 t larger than the conventttonal one:s.  This resu■ t shows the good

agreement wttth the ca■ culated result assuming that the ■oss of the active area

by the bird's beak is O.5 
μm.

In the dynamic RAM ce■ l′  the high breakdown vo■ tage and the low leakage

current between each ce■ ■ are required Of a  high yield and wttde operating

margin. In both type ce■ ■s′  when the cel■  p■ate was app■ ied at O v′  the break―

down vo■ tage against the adjacent ce■ ■ was about ■2 V′  which was restricted by

the ョunction breakdown of the Hi― C structure◆  But in the new cell′  because
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SiOZ layer on the isotation region is thin, adjacent two storage capacitors

showed the transistor action at the relative low cell plate voltage. The I - V

characteristics of this transistor is shown in Fig.4. The threshold voJ-tage

( Vt ) of this parasitic transistor was 2.LV, when the back bias voltage( Vee )

equaled to -3 V, corresponding to the operating condition of RAM. On the other

handr V, of the transfer transistor of the ceIl was 1.0 V at V"" = -3 V-

Therefore, when the cell plate is applied at 0 V ( the grounded cell plate ),

the leakage current between cells will be ignored, compared with that of trans-

fer transistor.

In conclusion, the new cell is suitable for the dynamic RAMs using the

Hi-C structure, the grounded cell plate, and the back bias, and it gives 13 Z

Iarger capacitance than the conventional one.
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